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Development of a Lunar Heat Flow Experiment for ALSEP
Summary: Preparation for reduction of the data from the Apollo 13
Heat Flow Experiment was the main activity during this reporting period.
Theoretical investigations of the transient heat flow induced into the
lunar subsurface were continued. This report contains a detailed analysis
of the problem of heat flowing down the interior of the borehole by radi-
ation due to a periodic fluctuation at the top of the borehole. This
work will be included in our large finite difference model of the heat
flow probe in place in the lunar medium.
The two subcontracts with the Arthur D. Little Inc. to study the con-
ductivity experiments have been completed. The work on Subcontract #7,
which called for further tests of the in situ conductivity experiments,
was. , completed and the final report is in the final stages of preparation.
This report will be included as part of the next quarterly. Under sub-
contract #8 a precise math model of the heat flow probe was made. Numer-
ical experiments using this mode have been run to verify its thermal per-
formance relative to experiments. We have also run a large number of
cases • to define conductivity as a function of bridge temperature and tem
t	 d' ff1 t`	 d t	 1 s°1	t MSC	 The final re-a ue	 erence fper r s or r^ea	 Mme a a ana y	 a
port of this work is also in preparation.








the Fra Mauro site have been completed. A suitable location for the heat
flow experiment must meet two important criteria: 1) The probes should
be emplaced as far as possible from sharp topographic features, and 2)
the regolith should be more than 3 meters thick.
The first point was pursued by making a statistical study of craters
within typical areas of the landing ellipse to establish the maximum dis-
tance in terms of crater diameters in which the astronauts could be expect-
ed to place the heat flow probes. Th"is analysis suggested it is relative-
ly easy to find an area approximately 1.5 diameters from the rim of craters
of any crater greater than 2 meters but less.than 21 meters in diameter,
and it would be difficult to meet a criteria ::f 2.0 diameters from the
rim of al l craters.
The high resolution photographs of the Fra Mauro area have been stud-
ied for geological and physiographic evidence of the thickness of the
regolith and the distribution of blocks below the surface.
We have also prepared at the request of MCC,
puting ALSEP words from bridge temperature, temipe
thermocouple temperatures. These techniques will
set up a realistic simulation of the HFE. Copies
lining these techniques have been given to MCC.
MSC techniques for com-
rature differences and
with
provide MCC/a means to
of the programs out-
ii x
`	 j-'.
3Probe Emplacement Site Selection
Summa: Since the representativeness of the lunar heat flow measure-
ments will depend in part upon local topography, an analysis of crater , dis-
tribution has been made to determine a reasonable criterion for selecting
a favorable probe emplacement site. Three conditions relevant to probe
emplacement site selection are:
1) That the probes be placed at the maximum possible distance from
sharp topographic features (i.e,, craters and boulder fields),
2) That the borehole sites be within the constraints of the ALSEP
deployment, and
3) That the site selection present no procedural difficulties for
the astronauts.
A 'statistical study of the crater distribution of the Fra Mauro land-
- i ng area was made using high resat uti on Lunar Orbiter photographs (Lunar=
Orbiter III, site III - 5 - 23, frames 133-2 and 133-3). The landing
area was divided into squares 250 meters on a side as shown in Figure 1.
Within the Fra Mauro landing ellipse the only sharp topographic features
discernible are craters, so that only craters were considered in the
analysis. Five of these areas were selected for statistical analysis and
are marked with an "S" in Figure 1.- Each of the five areas selected was
4
enlarged and projected onto millimeter graph paper. This procedure pro-
vided a convenient means of measuring crater diameters. The resulting
scale was 2.84 meters per millimeter.and the maximum resolution was




























FIGURE 1: Fra Mauro landing area with grid pattern superimposed. (Scale:




craters were then recorded fo r statistical analysis.
The results of the analysis showed that in most areas it is possible
to emplace the probes two crater diameters away from a given crater rim.
However, the astronaut would have considerable difficulty finding such a
surface area. (See Figure 2,) However, it is relatively easy for him to
find an area approximately 1 to 1i^ diameters from the rim.
The information generated by this study has been sent to Roger Koppa
who is in charge of ALSEP deployment training for the Apollo 13 astronauts.
Analysis: A method of analysis ws developed from the deployment
constraint:
L?(n +^)d 	 (1)
where L is the distance of the probe drill hole from the center of a crater
of diameter d, and n is a small integer,
The analysis associates likel ihoods of satisfying the constraint with di f-
ferent values of n.
The five areas selected were first divided into quadrants to increase
the number of samples. Crater counts were then made in each quadrant,
These counts (mi) are tabulated in Tabl-e I. where they are arranged ac-
cording to diameter range and quadrant. The index i is used to denote
w
the mid-point value of a diameter range and the index j is used to denote
a particular quadrant. Figure 3 is a graph of the log of crater frequency
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On the left craters in the Fra Mauro landing ellipse are illustrated.
Top left is an area of low crater density. Bottom left is an area of
high crater density. Around the center of each discernible crater a
circle with a radius 3 times the crater radius (one diameter from the
i
rim) has been drawn. The area covered in black would be acceptable for
the heat flow experiment emplacement for a criteria of one crater diameter
from the rim.
On the right are the same areas with circles 5 times the crater radius
drawn in (2 diameters from the rim).
i
This Figure shows that the probability analysis presented on pages
3	 14 is valid; it shows that it would be difficult to emplac e the heat
flow probes 2 crater diameters from the rims of all craters, but that.an
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Dividing the area of a quadrant (A) by an mij gives an average area




where a?.j is an inverse areal measure of local crater density. A mean
half distance between craters can be gotten from the aij according to the
following reasoning:
1) The distance is proportional to the square root of the area aij
2) Approximating each crater as a square area would allow complete
coverage of a quadrant and simplify calculations.
The resulting function is: 3^ a
Di j =	 x	 -	 ^L
J
k
Dij is the mean half distance between craters of size i	 in quadrant j.
}
These half distances are tabulated in Table II.. The constraint (1) can
now be restated as:
f
P(i, n)	 _ P(Dij	 '	 (n +)
Note:
P(i, n) can be interpreted as the probability that circles of diameter.' E:i
(n + loi centered on all craters.in diameter range i wi ll not overlap.
f'r
Rather than making assumptions about the actual lunar crater diameter
distribution based on our samples, the P(i, n) were computed as
M .
	
g = 1 for1 Di j >_ (n + 11) i
P(i.	 n)- ^f^ `.	 g(D j ) r




and Quadrant Mid oint of crater diameter rat: e (i ± ^D in measurement units (m
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ..8W
H4	 I 36 31 40 40 63
II 33 20 40 88 88
Ili 24 24 31 63 44 88
IV 33 20 28 40 88
Average (30) (23) (33) (49) (63) (178) (178) (14)
H5	 I 31 19 33 39
11 39 24 44 33 63 •
III 51 29 29 88 101
IV 51 33 39 44 8 e
Average (40) (24) (35) • (44) ' (89) (102) (125) (16)
G7	 I 27 23 40 44 63
TI 88 23 27 51 63
III 44 21 31 63 51 101
IV 31 27 31 44 63
Average (36) (23) (31) (49) (59) (72) (102) I (15)
G6	 1 '20 22 36 62 62
II 21 27 44 62 51
Iii 23 23 31 44 62 79
IV 27 19 29 _	 62
Average (22) (23) (34) (56) (63) (178) (102) (13)
C6	 I 25 21 44 51
II 24 23 40 51
SII 24 27 27 88
IIV 26 22





Mean half distances between craters (Dij) in the ith range of the jth
quadrant as computed from values given in TABLE I using the formula:
Dij = v^ -A	 meters, where A = area for quadrant - 88.38 square meters,







where Mi is the number of Dij in column i of Table II. The values of
P(i, n) and Mi are listed in Table III.
The product of the first seven P i n for a fixed value of n is the
likelihood of satisfying constraint (2) considering all craters equal to
or less than 21 meters'in diameter. Thus,
Pn = P(1, n) x P(2, n) x . . . x P(7, n).
(See Table IV for individual values.)
i
The number of craters with diameters greater than 21 meters in our
samples was not large enough to be analyzed according to the above pro-
cedure. For such craters an average diameter was computed, and, using an..'
area, A', = 4A as the basic area, Pn' values were computed by a method
	 f
similar to that used for the smaller craters. Though the Pn' are less 	 t
reliable estimates than the Pn,, when considered along with Figure 3, they 	
4
'imply that the larger craters have an anomalousl y high density of occur-
rence and seemingly pose a more serious threat to suitable-probe deploy-

















Probability of finding a point within the quadrants analyzed where a






n= 1 n- 2 n= 3 n= 4 n= 5
1 2.84 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 20
2 5.68 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.3 0.05 20
3 8.52 1.0 1110 0.75 0.45 0.05 20
4 11.36 1.0 1.0 0.88 0.44 0.29 18
5 14.20 1.0 1.0 0.94 '0.29 ' 0.29 17
6 17.04 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.8- 0.8 5*
7 19.88 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.6 5*
>8 34.89*l 1.0 0.5) 0.0 0.0 0.0 4
"Subtotals were used for these rows of computations.
**An average diameter for all craters greater than 21 meters in diam-
eter in our samples.
Mi a total number of samples available for each crater size range.
Because a continuous distribution function was not assumed for the
crater diameters, the Pn values are slightly large for small values of n
and slightly small for large values of n.
The smaller number of craters in diamgter range i =_1 	 (Figure 1)
could result from resolution limitations, but assuming 100% error 	 in
counting, the P (i, l) would not be appraziably , affected.
Using i instead of diameter.range,median value also gives the P



























4	 . 0.01 0.00
5 0.00 0.00
Pn = Probability of finding a point n diameters from all craters
d <21 m, ,
 analyzed in this study where a borehole could be ' placed. ,r
Pn' = Probability of being n diameters from the few large craters,
i.e., ?21 meters, in the study area.
Because a continuous distribution function was not assumed for the
Y crater diameter, the Pn values are slightly large for small values of n
and slightly small for large values of n.
The smaller number of craters in diameter range 1 = 1
	 (Figure 1$	 ^	 g	 )
could result from resolution limitations, but assuming 100% error in
counting, the P(i, 1)`would not be appreciably affected.
Using i instead of a diameter range median value also -gives the P
values a conservative bias,
s	 r	 lttl	 ",:
t	 1











Geology of the Landing Site
Geological study of the ' Fra Mauro landing area `with em 'hasi s ' on ' the
difficulty of heat flow experiment emplacement: Considerable time has
been spent in studying the high resolution photographs from Orbiter III
and the Apollo 1.1.1 photographs of the Fra Mauro area to gain information
about the nature of the surface topography, the thickness of the regolith,
and the density of consolidated rock blocks on the surface and distributed
in the subsurface. All of these factors are important to emplacement of
the heat flow experiment and the difficulty of drilling the regolith.
Regional Setting: The Fra Mauro formation is a slightly elevated
area just north of the large crater triplet: Fra Mauro, Parry, and Bonpland.
The topography of the region is undulating but relief on.the scale of sev-
eral kms is much greater than the surrounding Mare but much less than the
Central Highlands. The topography on a regional scale shows strong north-
south lineations sculptured by the Imbrium impact (Gilbert, 1893). Selenoi-
ogists-conjecture that Imbrium ejecta is a substantial component of material•
forming the relief of Fra Mauro. In character the Fra Mauro formation re
sembles the subdued high areas that bound the outer flooded ring concentric
with Mare Imbrium. Thus highland material may also be a major proportion
of the near-surface material. In the vicinity of the landing ellipse the
major physiographic feature is the wide, flat-floored Rima Parry, which
trends north-south to the east of the landing area. The Rima is quite
shallow and may be a surface expression of a structural graben.




is, of course, rather smooth and is on the west-central part of the forma-
Lion. The most striking nearby feature is a bright, 250-meter crater to
the north and east of the landing ellipse center. This crater is on the
crest of a broad, low-relief ridge that runs north-south through the Fra
Mauro formation. This ridge though subdued is clearly discernible on
medium -resolution photographs of the area, and is an important physiographic
L.	 feature of the formation. The eastern part of the landing ellipse is on
the gentle western slope of this ridge.
Within the landing ellipse there are some extremely interesting local
features. There are two bright and obviously recent craters, the most re-
cent is about 700 m north of the centr of the ellipse. This crater is
20-25 m in diameter and lies on the inner slope of a 250 m dimple crater.
Patterned ground over the eastern inner slope suggests considerable slump-
ing of the regolith material, perhaps as a result of this recent impact.
The ejecta blanket surrounding the smaller 25-meter crater is extremely
bright and fills the western portion of the dimple crater. In the bottom
of this 'crater there appears to be some blocky material but it is question-
able whether it represents bedrock or is impact consolidated rock. Because
of the brightness of this ejecta blanket, it is rot po'ssi bl a to discern
blocks that might lie near the crater rim. The ejecta blanket has complete-
ly obscured smaller craters within a 20 diameter radial distance from the
crater suggesting a very recent crater indeed. This crater, which is about
6 meters deep, suggests that the regolith is at leas•. that thick and most
probably thicker..'.
R






The second bright crater is not as recent as the one j«st discussed,
since iY.s ejecta blanket is dotted by subsequent impact craters. The rim
I this 150 meter diameter crater has a polygonal outline, and blocky bed-
rock material is seen in the floor. There "is a suggestion of a terrace
on the southeast inner slope of the crater with spur-like ridges plunging
toward the crater floor. This may possibly be a more competent strata o;
but is not possible to be very definite with the photographic data avail-
able.
,
 The remainder of the landing ellipse area is dotted by numerous,
mush older craters.
There are within the region several larger craters 200-300 meters
that have very low relief. Many of these have the characteristic herring=
bone patterned ground.which is very well developed in some areas. One of
the most interesting is a zone .of en echelon lineations that trend very
nearly east-west just south of the bright 150 m crater. This pattern is
Y
suggestive of differential right lateral transcurrent sulv 4surface motion in
the deeper substratum.'
t.
In the high resolution photographs there are very few discernible_r.
blocks. (The resolution is about 1.5 meters.)
.
 Very large blocks call be
seen on top of the e jecta blanket-of the 250 m crater described earlier.
These probably are very good samples of the bedrock beneath and demonstrate
that this substrate is quite competent.. Well outside the landing ellipse
are some very large (1 to 2 km) craters that are rimless and very shallow.
i
It is possible that their subsurface morphology was formed by impacts pre- 	 k r
dating the Imbrium event. The inner slopes of these craters are character-






m slopes of these craters very large blocks and clusters of blocks lie on
the surface,	 These blocks have probably been stranded on the rim by
preferential down ,slope movement of the finer regolith material.
	 These
stranded blocks
. suggest, in a general way, the size and number of blocks
that are distributed throughout the regolith. 	 It is not known, however,
what thickness of regolith has migrated from the rims.
r
b r'
For the heat flow borehole drilling: 	 The Fra Mauro landing site pre-
sents very few difficulties. 	 The regolith or debris layer is generally
greater than 6 meters thick.
	
There is evidence suggesting that subsurface,
E
blocks of solid rock may occur within the regolith layer. 	 However, their °.
density is unknown and they are probably no more frequent than' blocks in
the Mare regolith, and very likely are less frequent. 	 The probability of
encountering one of .these blocks in the Mare regolith during the drilling
of a 3-meter hole i s^ estimated at about 5%.' n
n
,
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The procedure for reduction of lunar thermal conductivity measure.
ments, submitted to MSC 18 August 1969 (see Appendix 1), is cur l-°?ntly u,jaer-
going implementation. This procedure provides real time reduction of data
obtained by the ALSEP Heat Flow Experiment operated in the conductivity
modes.- Successive estimates of the thermal conductivity of the lunar soil
are obtained during execution.of 16 separate conductivity experiments.
w
w
Data Acquisition Procedures: Preliminary forms ' .for data acquisition
during the deployment of the Heat Flow Experiment and the lunar Surface
Q
Drill have been drawn up. These forms are listed and described below:,
(1) Drill Deployment Check List:
A check list of the major deployment tasks.
(2) ' Drilling.Operations Data Sheet:
For recording (a) drilling time per section
(b) an estimate of torque
i
(c) number and size of rocks encountered
during the drilling.
(3) Heat Flow Deployment Data Sheet:
For recording (a) physical layout of HFF deployment site
relative to the central station and the 	 {
LEM	 1
(b) Probe depth
(c) Length of drill ..stem protruding from the	 !
a surface.
1
A tentative schedule of experimentation to be undertaken during the
• 45 days after the ALSEP III emplacement is given in Appendix II.
19
Execution of Real Time Lunar Conductivity Experiments
i








Data Reduction Procedures.	 Final testln	 of data reductio n procedures,•	 ,s:	 g q
implemented at MSC under direction of the Principal Investigator's team,
is currently being completed.
	 Included in the testing is a simulation of k
real time data acquisition.
P
A computer program capable of providing simulated imput to the real
time data reduction procedure was developed at Lamont-Doherty Geological
Observatory and submitted to MSC for implementation.
	 This simulation pro-
makes use of empirically derived equations relating temperature and xcedure
temperature difference to bridge resistance and voltage ratio.
	 These re-
lations are independent.of those used in the real time data reduction
procedure and therefore provide an independent check of the accuracy of
that procedure.
k
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Work Done Under Subcontracts
Subcontract #8: Under this subcontract ADL has developed a detailed
mathematical model of the heat flow probes in an isothermal environment,
in the conductivity test apparatus, and in the lunar medium. This .
 model
is used to perform numerical experiments duplicating " conditions during
testing of the heat flow probe and during its operation on the moon. The
major emphasis of this work has been to aid 'in the interpretation of the
in'situ conductivity experiments.
The validity of the probe math-model was checked against test results
at ADL. (primari ly those in an isothermal environment) 	 This model is then
pused as the theoretical basis for interpreting the anticipated results from
the Apollo 13 mission.
In Mode 2 operation in which the heater is initiated at 0.002 watts
Po
w
er, t .,,;^a1 Q.,por;mon+c ha„A been run on a range of lunar ^nr^dtrct iv-Uwer, name 1 V	 eX c r e. vs! r u r a. yu	 j_.
ities (2.0 X.10-5 to 4.2 x 10-4 watts/cm °K) and 3 ambient temperatures,
205* K, 225 K, and 2.45° K. The rise of temperature as a function of time
for 4 different values of tuna: conductivity at an ambient temperature of
{	 205° K is shown in Figure 4. -1n Figure 5 (a, b, and c) the temperature
rise at the gradient sensor is shown as a function of conductivity for	 r
4
different times after initiation of the heater power. The three figures
t
give results for the three ambient temperatures 	 Notice that the plots in
Figure 5 are on a log-log scale and that the curves depart from straight
li nes only slightly. -In Figure 6 (a and b) we present the ri se in tempera
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temperature for 4 different conductivities. Again these data describe
nearly straight lines on a log-log scale. The slopes of these lines are
very nearly -3, as would be expected since the temperature drop over the
radiation gap between the heater and the borehole walls is proportional
to karT3.
The data shown in Figures , 5 and 6 can be used to determine functions
of the independent variables T and AT which will give°the conductivity K.
This work is now in progress.
I,
In Figure 7 data is presented from the numerical results of the Mode 3




at a "ring" sensor that is 10 cm from the heater). The solid line curves
in the Figure show the temperature rise as a function of time for different
Jk
therma? =
 conductivities at an ambient temperature of 225° K. The dashed
line curves represent the Mode 3 results at 205 and 245° K when the lunar
conductivity is 1.7 x 10- 3
 watts/cm °K. It is seen in this Figure that
the ambient temperature has a large effect on the temperature rise of the
ring sensor. However, if we examine the slopes of-these curves (i.e., the`
rate of rise of temperature of the ring sensor) we see , that although the
effect of ambient temperature is initially large,	 it decreases rapidly F.;
it with time and at 361 minutes has an effect of less than 5%.	 The slope also
' gives a better resolution . of the lunar condwcti.vity value.	 (Consider the l





will be used in a similar way to Mode 2.data to obtain conductivity data
z from the lunar experiments.
a+
} mow,..
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FIGURE	 7
Temperature rise of the ring sensor versus time for five
different conductivities.	 Dashed lines show effect of
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Rate of rise of -ring sensor temperature as a function of time
for five different conductivities.	 Dashed lines show the












All of the planned computations under this subcontract have been com-
pleted and a final report is due February 2, 1970. Interim reports submit-
ted by ADL in the reporting period are appended as Appendix IV.
Subcontract #2:
	 Work currently unde way in conjunction with the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology under this subcontract consists of
activity supplemental to that carried out by Arthur D. Little, Inc. under
Subcontract #8.	 Expansion of simulated results of thermal conductivity
experiments has been undertaken to more clearly specify the problem.p
	y 	 p	 y	p
The problem of probe equilibration with the lunar soil after emplace-
ment has been studied, with the result that initial temperature transients
are expected to exhibit time constants on the order of hours for conduc-
tivities of the order 10- 4 watt cm-1 'C-1; our previous quarterly report
included a theoretical study of this problem, the long-term solution of
which wa
	
considered valid for times•in excess of 100 hours.	 Thy experi-

















Theoretical Investigations of Transient Heat Flow in the lunar Sail
A finite difference approach has been used to produce a model of the
response of lunar soil, in the' vicinity of a borehole, to lunation fre-
quency temperature variations at the lunar surface. This model will be
used to separate the effect of sinusoidal temperature variations produced
by the influx of solar heat from temperature gradients produced internally
as well as those resulting from thermal conductivity measurement procedures.
The model c,.-nsists of a three zone description of the borehole and the
lunar material surrounding it. The moon is divided into a surface and a
deep layer, horizontally contiguous, with the borehole considered as a 
.r
vertical discontinuity having finite thickness and length. Preliminary
results indicate that surface variations due to solar energy will consider-
ably influence thermocouple measurements, but should not seriously affect
the accuracy o lf the heat flow measurement.
A detailed description of the'analysis and results is appended (see
Appendi;, V Radiative Heat Transfer Along the Interior of a Black, Cy'in
a	 dri cal Tube)
An IBM 360/95 computer, located at the Goddard Institute for Space
Studies, has been made available for continuation of this-study through,














APPENDIX I Outline of Data Reduction Procedure for the ALSEP Lunar
a
` Conductivity Experiment (August 18, 1969).
APPENDIX II - Data Reduction Procedure for the ALSEP Lunar Conductivity
Experiment (January 12, 1970) .
APPENDIX III - Procedure for Deriving Simulated Input Data #for Real Time
Data Reduction Program - ALSEP III HEE.
APPENDIX IV Interim reports tubmitted by Arthur D. Little, Inc. during
the reporting period. 	 -'	 f





Outline of Data Reduction Procedure for the
ALSEP Lunar Conductivity Experiment
(August 18, 1969)
I 
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E 'T.°^ ^•	 SUMMARY OF REAL TIME REDUCTION or,
 LUNAR HEAT FLOW
	 ^ ► '•`	 ^
EXPERIMENT CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS IN MODE Z
.t = •', °`z' l
	TREND ANALYSIS
	
` • t • ,x p,ao t r ^ y `rte.---•	 r	 ,,	 ,	 " ^	 ^ ..
High sensitivity "temperature difference measurements, and
the time  of their occurrence constitute the input data for the
	
trend analysis program. A function of tune, F(TIME), l
	 i on the	 r ".
theory of `equilibration of the probe with the lunar medium isr tx ^a 1 ►• rtt+•
used to predict the values of the temperature difference at future
	
I * 'times, This function is equation (1) in the appendix, 	
,	
a+s• ^ 'V, 
lt`^ 
J Y 1 r ,.•
"t'	 The coefficients A(K) of the function '(TIME) are determined
::rtoa x
	
.` ;'` 'c #r er r r`'' by applying least squares techniques to a set of previously measured 	 ^^_;•`^',
•	 +`'; r x ," temperature differences. The procedure for determining a satisfactory ; '°,•
t t, r. ,^•; : ; set of A(K) is given below. (See appendix 1. 'for definitions of terms
¢	 x r 4






Y,t t The first `4'0 values of DTEM(I) and TIME(I) out of a set of 50t. ,,• ' .4L'. . •
	
4, r a rr'y^	
.,.	 r t	 ' rs t• ' 
.•, F	 jP
italues in the interval TPRES -- TSW are used to calculate A(H) 	 r';" •'°, ^'
TIME( ,') has incremental values separated •by 1 hour of real t ime.
The coeificients are then used to calculate PRDT(I) for all 50 values .4
to
'of TIME(I). The last 10 values of PRDT(I) are predictions of 	 {
', ` temperature difference beyond the region of fit (TEND -- TSW).
The deviations, DIFF(I) = DTEM(I)	 PRDT(I), are calculated. 	 . x•
If *,e root mean square of the last 10 DIFF(I) is greater than 0. 001'C
1 ^another 10 hours of data are accumulated and . the procedure repeated.{ "'^ yy 
4	 When the root mean square of DIFF(I) is less than or equF1 to 0. 001'C,r	
.:
the last values of A(K) rare saved to be used to predict u»disturbed
temperatures duripg the Mode • 2 conductivity zreasu rement, This : 	 ' : • ^'
r '	 r3 
,,'	 "procedure id outlined in block diagram form in fi 	 ,
♦. ` 'nCr^ `^iJ !^ r^^ }j •+ •'	
. r ♦  	 ^	 r	 •t 	 ''j,''t	 '	 P h	 ^r	 n: ' at 	! •^^.r,,t^	 ..x t ._	 ,i	 1	 ' t	 tE	 r
T
,
a	 f	 i ,	 r 1	 !
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t + ` CONDUCTIVITY CALCULATION IN MODE 2
	 +
./ :0
The input data to the reduction program shown in block diagram
♦ ' Ir9:. form in figure (Z) axe; th e
 ambient temperature at the heater location t'+
of into re sfi, T(N, L), and thegradient bridge temperature difference	 .
•u	 '^ :a^'^. ^ A t ` ,,,
 




the index L refers to one of eight discrete times after turn on of
` "'"° ; t •^'::^.^ the heater. (See table 1. ) The values of T'(N, L) and DTH(N, L) 	 t '
	+ ^'; + are determined by manually averaging the date in the vicinity of 	 r
the time corresponding to L. To facilitate the detern-ination of these 	 ^^'	 +
+' A% ^. '1,•paramete re, T(N L) and DTH(N L)will be graphed versus time
	
the principal investigator team.	 , ' , ; , ^' •^ . a ' /
',•:;	
a*{	 The time TIME(L) corresponding to DTH(N, L) and T(N, L), 	 r '`'
	




E " Id,;,	 and coefficients A(K) from the Mode 2 trend analysis are used in 	 ^+ .'• +.
equation (1) to calculate a predicted undisturbed temperature
;' ' kl!',' a 3^'r t , ';+ difference PRDT(L). This predicted temperature difference is sub;-,,.. ­ ,
`;:_^ r;r ; r , , '^:• tracted from DTH(N, L) to yield cor rected temperature dif.fer4nces	 + 1
,DTHST(N L) t	 .
'	 / t y. 1
	 ^!	
t
17TN.q TlN.7 ♦1 and T(N_L) are inserted in e quation (2) to calculate
,•,^#, 'fit 'ti ?'.. the lo g (COND(L)]. The terms B(N L K) in equation (2) are coefficients
that will be supplied by the principal investigators, Ther, ,e are 32
w	
t	 +
sets of these coefficients corresponding to 9. locatiobs and eight 	 -•• • r l •`
different times. Each set consists of 6 +.coefficients bringing the total 	 *	 ,'
t 192. The best estimate of the lunar conductivity, ,COND(L), is
u"
i 
s^ then obtained by , taking the antilog of the result. 	 s
	
a	 5
The calculations outlined in Figure (2) yield succe'ssine values .






';Af ♦ t,	 time. T..ese resui-zs wlii be monitored bymaintaining a.plot of 	 i♦ 	 ..,
is	 t'i computed conductivity vsiluda versus titans+. This plot will reveal
` , : ` n ♦ 	 trends in successive calculations and the scatter of the calculated
it	 value  about the meah. 'on the basis of this information a judgement
can be made as to when to terminate the conductivity experiment.
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?% ' • ;^°•.',; ;1 SUMMARY OF REAL TIME RED UCTION OF LUNAR HEAT FLA W {:',•`'	 •
i f  
, EXPERIMENT CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS IN MODE 3
t •• ^. TREND ANALYSIS
Following completion of the Mode 2 trend analysis procedure
10 hours of ring bridge temperature difference data, RDTEM(I),t
are accumulated, These data are fitted to a function of the form in
	 !+ ' 4
equation (1) to determine coefficients AR(K), K=1, 6. Residuals 	 -
► ? ''^	 '{• `; RDIFF(I) are calculated using the input data as in the Diode 2 procedure.
!-' INS.'If the root mean square of the residuals is greater than 0.OJ1'C
an additional 10 hours of data are accumulated, and new coi:. icients
.	
r	 {
4	 are calculated. If the root mean square of RDIFF(I) is less than	 -
	
`'= 	 0.001'C the final set of AR(I) is saved to,predict undisturbed ring 	 -
bridge temperature differences during the Mode 3 conductivity experiment.
R
This procedure is illustrated by flow chart in figure (3),
	
( • ^.	 CONDUCTIVITY CALCULATIONS IN MODE 3	 -	 • :'r . `
Al	 t
	
' `	 t'	 + n •	 1. i
"fhe input data required to perform the calculation of conductivity,.. • ` R
•., ^
	 it_ ,E .,de 3 are the ring brid ge temperature differences DTR(N,I)
where LTj'refers to the location index 1.4, at times, TIME (1'. A flow -.fi's••
	
%
chart of this calculation is presented in Figure (4).
'•` `'	 All data are plotted manually by the principal investigator teary .' :' '•',	 ` •;` .,
^ ` r	
'il^•i rid" ^r	 ^,	
„	 •mo t -	 r ;
'`•` ' t'	 At discrete time s • after heaie • turn on five DTR(N,I) and •TIME (I)	 ., ;' • 'w
R
are selected. These points must be symmetrical in time around the 	 't
point at time corresponding to index L. (SEE TABLE 1) The five
TIMEW are used to calculate predicted, undisturbed temperature ,• 'a.
differences RPR'DT(I). The coefficients AR(K) from the Mode 3
t.




f a , 1, t• , -!•	 -	 '	 ' !	 '^
	
'	 ^?r^	 a 1 trot
'
appendix 1 to make this, computation. Cbrrected ring bridge
temperature differences, DTRST(N, I,), are determined by subtracting 	 .
• 
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	 in the appendix. The coefficient S(L) R
 where L is the time index, is
i i!	 ,	 !	
' t ,^	 r `,' x	 t
'`'' 4 'r` ^• '~/' the slope of a'plot of log temperature difference versus log time., r ' ' r ,,, ► i!• ', i^• r'rt< l •	 ! t t SI fir.,	 rf	 r to r• /'	 • '	 !	 r
Ii	 1	 !	 !
r , • ';' '',.'^,` This slope,is the basic parameter needed, to calculate the lunar
	 ;''':.'^'.` ' •' i
Y, r I•
conductivity COND(L).
The conductivity is calculated directly by use of equation (4)
;,'^ ` . ►'"'t given in the appendix. The 64 coefficients BR(N, L, l{) are provided
Ile
„I ^^';,•, ^^ r ,'I by the principal investigator, Only two sets o4 BR's are required




^^ .,^'. for all heater locations. One set is for locations 1, 2, and 3;ti r
	
=d another for,location 4. Therefore; BR(1, L, K) BR(2 9
 L, K)	 ,,f»,•fit/;.` >`+'
;t ^,
,^ y ii 4r	 '`	
BR ( 3 , L , •X )	 BR(4 9 L, K)•
The calculations outlined in Figure (4) yield values of'COND(L)
,;f at successively longer times after heater turn on. These results 	 +' ► '^,s; ;;It.
^'^;, +r,^• , t	 ,will  be plotted by the principal investigator team to monitor trends
to
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Hourly samples  of gradient bridge temperature
difference on the probe section where the conductivity
' experiment is to be run.
TIME(I) ', / time of.DTEM(I) measurement in milliseconds after
HFE turn on.
.ti	 4
KAPPA	 estimated diffusivity of lunar soil (lx 10
6	 All
OMEGA / ;	 .Z'i `/ (period of lunation)	 (2.6,X 10 sec
RI	 TRAD(I) '.r OMEGA x TIME(I) / 1000.0
,TALI(I) ^^	 KAPPA x TIME(I) / 1000 0 	 '.,	 . '/	 it tta	 /r	 a	 , -	 4 r	 tr f.
'TPRES °'' 
	
time of last recorded measurement
' ' d'. timTS W	 e at start of sample intervalt	 .a R	 lr,..	 i 'l r,'. I Y	 '	 a!	 , '
TEND	 time at end of sample, interval'
' ^' ,	 pRD rI'(x)	 t♦ predicted temperature difference 	 ' , • '
	
DIFF(I)	 DTEM(I) --- ;PR:D'I'(I)
cr
~	 ,A (K)	 coefficients of equation (4) determined by least square s-.^
ooMode 2 Conductivity calculation
	
COND(L)	 calculated lunar conductivity at time L
	
T^N, L)	 ^^^ ambient temperature at location N, time L	 .
^ DTH(N, L)	 temnperature difference at gradient bridge at location
N, time L
r7'xHST(N L) `- gradient bridge temperature difference minus th©` t
1 ' >';	 x	 t ;;:', T"i`predicted undisturbed temperature difference. 	 ,.
polynomial used
-	 `	 B(N, D, X):
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Figure I is a tentative outline of the experimental procedure
to be followed during the 45 days after deployment of the Apollo
13ALSEP heat flow experimenf.
	 Time lines given are represen-
tative of the most detailed set of experiments anticipated.
Table of Definitions
DTH(1 0 J) TREND MODE 2 trend analysis of high sensitivity
temperature gradient measurement;
probe 1, section J.
DTR(IJ) TREND MODE -'? 'L-,rend analysis of ring sensor
temperature gradient measurement;
•
probe 1, section J.
H(I, J) EXPERIMENT MODE 2 conductivity experiment using
heater #J of probe I.
F, (1, J) ON/OFF status of heat e r #J of probe I during
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APPENDIX III
Procedure for Deriving Simulated Input Data
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CONSTANTS FOR ROSE I AN(} ROSE 2 EQUATIONS



























































BRIDGE Ss PROBE I LOWER SECTIONsGRADIENT SENSOR
C' I ( R) = s 90?09;70rF,+0'A
C 2(5)= *19911955E+01
C 1 (5) =—*30047065f-7-03
(.- 4(5)=—*17608563F-08




























C 7 (7)= .26926,425E-01
C 8(7)= .17847165E-01
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During your recent visit to ADL we discussed numerical results ob-
tained during our computer analysis of the Heat Flow Probe in an
isothermal medium (simulating the AT apparatus). We presented
computations of the steady-state temperature rise of the gradient
sensors for the base-line models (at four locations), which we plan
to use for the analysis of the conductivity experiments, and the
results of an uncertainty analysis.
For your information we are enclosi..ng graphical plots of the
transient: temperature rise [T(t) - Tinitiall of the gradient
sensors for Mode 2 tests in the AT apparatus considering an initial
temperature, and surrounding temperature, of 224.4 deg. K. Figure 1
shows computer-predicted points. for the base-line models at loca-
tions 1 and 3; similar results for locations 2 and 4 are presented
on Figure 2.. You will note that we have also included continuous
curves describing the measured, transient temperature rise of the
gradient sensors for the recent Group I series of tests performed
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^'1^tI l^r 1-/ ^l^tl^,1^^. ACORN PARK • CAMBRIDGE MASSACHUSETTS 0210 • (617} 864-5770
Decembex 17, 1969
Dr. Marcus G. Langseth, Jr.
Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory
of Columbia University
Palisades, Neer Yor1c 10964
Dear Marc: 71.424
During your :last. visit to ADL, I presented Some results obtained with
our computer modals of the heat flow probe. For your information,. I
am pleased to enclose graphical plots descr ybing the predicted. trans-
ept thermal performance of the probe considering mode 3 operation. in
the K-1 apparatus..
Figures 1 an^^ 2 illustrate the predictions for ring-sensoa: temperature
rise and race of wing-sensor temperature rise (slope), respeca:vely,
versus time for a medium having. a thermal conductivity (K) of S.4 x 10-3
watticm °K. Similar plots are shown in Figures 3 and 4 far a medium
having a conductivity of 1.7 x li^' 3 watt/cm °K.
+once the temperature calculations are per,forrned, slopes of the ring
sensor temper ; ,'t^^^t^ ^cxe found using a simple curve-fitting. technique.
A parabolic ^^ur^^^^^^^ is fitted. to pass through the computed secisor
temperature ^;^ ^d ^#^:yren time and through the temperatures computed in
both the prec^ ^:^^^^^ and succeeding time intervals. The derivative of
the curve then grovdes the slope of the temperature vs. time curve.
Use of a parabolic equation to provide a local fit of the. temperature
vs. time curve obviates the necessity to perform temperature calcula-
tions only at uniform time intervals.
The continuous plot ing on Figures ^. through 4 correspond to the
computer-predicted performance., whi^.e the cizcled points, shown for..
comparison,. represent. test data for experimerr.ts previously performed.
in the IZ-1 apparatus. In all ca1c^,^l.ations the density and ^pecifio
heat of the medium were specified as l.5 g/cc and 0.2 cal/gm °C,
respectively. The predicted performance for K= 5.4 x a.0- 3 is com-
pared to the test w h helium filled glass beads. I previously
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Arthur D Little, ^n^
December 17, 1969
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Dr. Marcus G. Langseth, Jr.
Lamont-boherty Geological Observatory
of Columbia University
understood that the estimated. K ^cor the helium^Y-£ii. ed	 ed umX.	 m	 i	 was
5.4 x 10-3 ; however, ^ now understand that AD'L measurements indicated
a value of 4.95 x 10 `
 ,within approximately 8% of 5.4.
	 An $% vaca-
tion appears to be within the scatter of the experimental data.
	 The
predicted results for FR
	 1.7 x 10' 3
 and an	 niaial temperature of 225°K
are compared to test data for nitrogen-filled glass beads., where. Iunder-
stand A.DL measurements indicated a conductivity value of 1.7Z x.10`3.
C1n Figure 2 the slope versus time is shown for times greater than 250 '
ri^Lnutes, because the values at earlier times are off-scale for the
1„ineax ordinate shoT?rs.
During our meeting we also discussed some interesting details revealed
by the computer ^.a)^culatic^ns , and. I will briefly summarize them here
}
with the aid of Figure ,^:
1)	 For the . mode 3 operation at location 2 :(considering
conductzvit^.es as large as 5.4 x 10` 3), there ss
y	 always a net transfex of heat from the ring sensor t
^. to the region o,f the bore tube adjacent to it.
	
We
believe this condition is_ attributable to heat ^
transfer from the heater to the ring sensor along ”	 r`'^
the sheath, plus heat transfer along the split inner
tube and cables tc^ the split annular ring (beyond the '
ring sensor) and thin ba:k to the. ring sensor via
^ bridge wires and platinum lead wires.	 ^ ^	 r
2)	 Thp ring sensor is surrounded by e? ements of the probe ^^^	 ,.
having temperatures slightly higher than that of the
'_ ring sensor.	 The ring sensor is r^c?:r.atively coupled ;;
to the ring sensor guard oil its external_ surface. 	 It ^I^
is radiatively coupled across a 1 1/2 to 3 1/2-mil ^	 '
radial clearance, epoxied and thermally coupled (^,^ia ^	 '
4 platinumlead wires) to the .filler sleeve. 	 The filler
's
sleeve, in the region of the ring sensor,	 e radiztively
coupled to the- end sheath across. a 1 l/2 to 3 1/2-mil
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On Figure 5 the predicted temperature rises in the region of the ring
sensor are shown at a time. of 350 minutes for a IZ of 1.7 x 10
-3 w/cm °K
and. an initial temperature of 225°K. The temperature rises fox the
ring sensor, filler s^,eeve, ring sensor guard, and end sheath lie in
a range of 0.959 to 1.119°K. T'or the test with nitrogen-filled. glass
'beads at a temperature of 224°K, the measured temperature rise of the
ring sensor was 1. 04 °K.
The experiments conducted on the mode 3 operation indicate that t'ne
rate of ra:.ng-sensor temperature rise becomes a good indication of the.
thexmal conductivity of the surrounding medium after athree-hour
period. Earlier, the slope primarily depends on temperature level and
the characteristics of the. heat flow probe. Consequently, the pre-
dicted performance of . the mode 3 operation for conductivities of 1.7
and 5.4 x 10-3 w/cnt °K agree with experimental results, we11 within the
limits of experimenta?, accuracy. The :agreement is particularly good at
times beyond 20U ^.iix^.utes where experiments show that probe-to-probe
variations and locat3onal effects disappear..
We are now proceeding; on. our computations of experiwent performance in
thr^ 1^mar Pntri'r^nment ant w ,i.„71 r^rn'ha1^1. 'ha^^n,„ ammr^ raa,^,,'14-a 'hefnro sn„r
r'	 ^	 V i VV	 iV.L4 ^ V.+L
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A problem descrip^t:i,on on magnetic tape; uan be used to 4 aneratre a
new tape whick^, contains a modified. vexsion of the data on the original.
tape. This procedure could be used, for example, in a case whe;^,:e the
geon^etr<;al subdivisic►n and heat-balance equations for two problems
are similar, but the boundary condition or surface prapF sties a,re dif-
ferent. (A problem c,an be modified by changing the punched data cards
which were described above. However, the tape modification procedure
minimizes the cl^ances^ of exror inherent.- in manipulating large numbers
of data cards.)
The input. data :for the modification procedure involves coded in-
structi.ons for contx:^lling logical units and instructions for storing
the original. data with modifications on another tape. The form of the
data cards for these instructions are. presented in Table x, and the
general arrangement of the. nt>ut data is described below. (Input and
output; data. for an example problem will be presented in the next.
section.)	 '
_ The general arrangement of the input daL-a to instruct the computer
on generating a data tape from a problem using an original.. data tape is
as follows.
F. A card or series of cards commanding tape maneuvers required to
start the data modification.
i
G. A heading card. This is an alphanumeric. title card to be printed
on each sheet of output for idEa^tification and description.
H. A series of cards containing numerical information describing the
modifications to be made to the data on the original tape in generating
the modified tape. The format for all these cards is the same and in
FORTRA^v notation is I5, F10.3, F10.3, I5, I5,-I5. A decimal point is
customarily used in the two F-type fields to permit full flexibility.
The first three fields contain information needed to s©lve the problem.
The identification in the fourth field is the equation number, and the
identification in the fifth .field is a serial .number within a set of
,t
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cards describing an egaation, The fifth field contair:s an integer which
	 '
Specifies the. modification to be madt:.




card and instruct,, the computer to copy the remainder of the :reference
tape without modification.
J,	 A blank card.
K.	 One or more control cards as des crib ed in III-D above.
L, A card with instructions. to rewind and end file on the generated
tape.
M.	 A card with the .integer 8 in column. 40 signifying that the copyi ^tg
procedure ^;s completed.
P rohram Restrictions
As a result of the dimension statements included in ADLTTAy the
problems or models which may be anal}*zed must satisfy the foll^^rng
requirements:
• The number of input data cards for a single problem must be
less than or equal. to 4500.
• ,The number of :neat-balance equations describing a problem must
be less than or equal.. to .400.
IV. OUTPUT DATA.
The bulk of the output consists of the time histories of the vari-
ous temperatures. One page is px^.nted off-line for each. time interval
specified an the control card. It consists of three lines of heading
followed by pairs of index numbers and temperatures up to the highest
number specified by the control .card.
-The first heading line is simply the alphanumeric heading informa-
Lion supplied on the heading Card of input. The second line gives the.
'•q
contents of the last control card read. The third line shows the values
.^	 of timE, Ep , ES , .and Ein as cxefined in Equations 3, 2, and 4, respective-
...^
	
	 ly, as well . as the total. number of iterations used: in solving . the sys-
'terns of equations since the last off-line print, Nisl	 9	
^ttl^ttr ^.^tixtic,?I^tr.
^^^.
,. it	 x' }
--
Before the solution to L-he problem is printed, information. about
e
the. a.nput data is recorded. The off-line pr^.nt consists of
1. The heading.
2. The total average pocaer for each equaCion (unless zero).
3. The equatio^^ number and sum of the elements. of any roes whose
sum is over tolerance. As shown in Equations 5 and 6, S
R
 is used to
denote the sum of radiation terms and S C is used to denote the sum o£
conduction terms.
^; 4. Aline of print which gives the number of equations read in,
^tE , the number of row sum failures, N R and NC , for radiation and cori-
duction, respectively, the number N of periodic powers with ineor-
P
+ reef average level, and PT , the total average power to the system..
S. The. column number and the sum of the elements of any columns
whose. sum. is over tolerance. As shown. in Equations 7 and 8, ^S R :^s
used to denote the sum of radiation terms, and CSC is used to denote
the sum of conduction terms.
6. Aline of print giving N 	 and N
	
, which are the numbers ofCSC	 CSR
coltimn sum failures. for conduction and. radiation, respectively.
ADLTTA uses logical unit n>>mbers K, ^ z 7, $ and ^,. Logical units
S and 6 axe the system input and output units, respectively. The file
	
^. t'	 Lo `cal units 7 8output on unit`6 contains the computed ..alu ion.	 gi	 ,
and 9 are used as scratch tapes; the data. listing describing the
^_	 problem solved by ADLTTA is con ained in the file output o^ logical
unit. 9 .
3of Strong and Emslie. A description of the zone method is presented
in Appendix I. The conventional nodal or lumped parameter finite--
difference technique can also be used to formulate prc' .Lems for solution
with ADLTTA,
Consider the thermal model of a tubular sup^.ort shown in the fol-
lowing  figure. The support of length, Q, and cross-sectional area, A,
is positioned between a high tcmperature source at 520R and a sink at
37R.	 The temperature distribution is steady in time and 'varies spac-
ially ox.lj in the longitudinal direction. The inner surfaco is adia-
batic; heat is radiated from the outer surface, to a zero temperature
environment; and the support is subdivided into three zones of equal.
length, Q. e is the total hemispherical emittance of the outer surface
of the tubular support.
'	 L	 •.••^.•.^
,^	
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THERMAL MODEL TUBULAR SUPPORT
The temperature subscripts noted in the above figure represent the
mean zone temperatures (T 2 , T4) and T6) and the temperatures of the zone
boundaries (TV T 3 , T5 and T 7 ) .
The following equations, which describe the heat flow and the
boundary conditions, can be written according to the zone method:
dTl







w a.a,, 1_11m'­ — ;	 e s _ s s^.r? ♦s . ". —1 1s ., —, 
	
KQA (12T 2-6T1-6T 3) + nDkeaT 2 4 = 0	 1	 (2)
K.A (6T 2-4T3-2T1) + KQ (6T4-4T3-2TS ) - 0	 ^(3)
	
KA (12T4 6T3-6TS ) + irDPeoT4 4 0	 (4)
`	 KA ( 6T 6-4T 6-2T3) + K'
21 1 
(6T 6-4T5 -2T 7) = 0	 (5)
KA	 4Q (12T 6-6TH -6T 7 ) + TrDkeGT 6 = 0	 (6)
dT7
dt = 0; T7 = 37	 M.
Equations 2, 4 and 6 are the heat-balance equations for the mean
zone' temperatures Equations 3 and S are jolt irg equations necessary to
describe the fluxes at the boundaries. The temperatures of boundaries 1
and 7 are constant and are specified in the statement of the problem.
For Sample Problem A, we assume KA/Q = 0.02 Btu/hr°R and nDke = 0.04
ft 2 . The data for the above equations, in the form required by the pro-
gram, are given in Table II.
The 'dataa on the first cards (aV ad for the sets describing the
equations were determined by considering the following equation, which
describes the net flux out of the system:




TABLE II INPUT DATA FOR SANTLE PROBLEM A
Card coltivin
1 11 21 31 41	 53 61	 7)
5 9	 7
SAIJ PLE PROULEM A
1 0a0 --04Of^ 1 1
.j 100 520 a 0 1 90
2 0.04 0Al2 2 1
2 O o04 0 4 24 2 2
1 060 — 06 1,2 2 3
3 040 `0012 2 4
--2 0.0 Ob0 2 99
3 0.0 —0,.04 3 1
2 0-0 0,612 3 2
3 0.0 --0008 3 3
.1 000 —0.04 3 4
4 0.0 0b12 3 53 060. 00 08 3 6
5 040 —0,604 3 7•
—3 0.0 0^ 0 3 99
4 0604 0;50 4 1
4 0,04 Oo24 4 2
3 0Q0 .0012 4 3
5 0.0 —Ob 12 4 4
-4 00 0 000 4 99
5 040 -0004 5 1
4 0.0 0,012 5 2
5 ua0 —0=08 5 3
3 000 —0.04 5 4
6 000 Oa 4,2 5 5
5 000 —0a08 5 6
7 0.0 x-0.04 5 7
--5 000 0.0 5 99
6 O.O-, 001.2 6
6 0.04 0o24 6 2
5 000 —OA 12 6 3
7 000 —0.12 6 4
-6 0.0 000 6 99
7 0 601 -y0.08 7 1











In Sample Problem B we consider the same thermal mode l- with
-,;D"10c = 0.02 instead - of 0.04 ft2 Table III presents the data for
Sample Problem B -when a tape containing the data for Sample Problem A
(Tape 7) is used to generate a tape containing input data for Sample
Problem B (Tape 9).
The output data sheets for Sample Problems A and B are shown in
Tables IV and V, respectively.
TABLE III	 INPUT DATA FOR SAMPLE PROBLEM B
Card column
1	 11 21 31 41	 51	 61	 71
^A 7
SAtJ PLE	 P Rt", B L E M	 8
' 2 	 0.02 0.12 2	 1 4
2	 0402 0.24 2	 2
4	 0.02 0.0 4	 1 A
4	 0.02 0.24 y	 4	 2
4	 0.02 0.12 6	 1
6	 0.02 0.24 6	 2 4
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APPE14DI X V
Radiative Heat Transfer Along the ?nterior




IMEAT FLOW ALONG THE INTERIOR OF A CYLINDRICAL
TUBE BY MDIATIVE EXCHANGE
In this analysis we will make two simplying assumptions:
1) The emissivity of the interior wall is 1.
2) Lambert's law of angular dependence on intensity of radia-
tion from a surface holds.
Lambert's law and intensity of radiation:
Lambert's Taw states that the flux of energy at a point above a small
radiating surface varies as the cosine of the angle between the normal. to
V
the surfce and a line connecting the surface to the point. That is,
Flux* = ?1 cos a, where a is tho angle to the normal and Il is the flux
normal to the surface.
The relation between I 1 (intensity of radiation) and the total energy
eM ._ted by a surface can be determined by using Lambert's law and examin-
ing the energy falling on a unit hemisphere above the surface. (See Figure
l.)
The total energy per unit time emitte& from a unit surface of emis-
sivity equal to 1.0'at temperature T is aT4 , where, cr is Stephan Boltz-
mann's constant (5.67 x 10- 5 ergs cm-2 °C-4 sec-1). If we equate this to
the total energy falling on a unit hemisphere using Lambert's law, we
get





11 f cos a dA = aT4
s
where





aT4 = I	 dO f sin a cos ada = 1 1
 
-"2 f 6 f sin 2a da.
n	 Q	 o	 0




Heat flow along a tube:
First we will examine the energy exchange between two small rings of
width dzl and dz2 in the tube. The rings are separated by a distance z
and the radius of the tube is a. Ring #2 is assumed to be at a temperature
T2 and ring #1 at Tl . (See Figure 2.)
,r,





d z , T^
3
Fig. 2
If al is the angle made between r and the normal to dsl , and a2 is
the angle between r and ds 2 then the energy impinging on dsl from ds2 is
dsl cos al ds2 cos a2 C'T24
r2	
Tr
and the energy impinging on ds2 from ds 1 is
ds 2 cos a2 dsl cos al oTl4
r2 	 IT
r = tlNe magnitude of r. =TYjerefore, the net flow of energy from. ds 2 to dsl
is
dF t adsl ds2 co s al cos a2 [T24 - Tl4]
^rr2
If we define








dF = a(T 24 - Ti 4]	 dF.
Calculation of the factor F between the two rings:
From Figure 2, ds 1 = adOl dzl , ds 2 = ad02 dz2,
also,





cos al = cos a2 =	 tar
Thus we can write,
2	 2_ 2 )(r 2	 2







and making the substitution for r we have	 a
	
dF 4a dz dz 2 sin ^ 2	 l d0l d021IT2
( z2 + 4a2 sing 02 - 0 1 1
2
2
To find the total view factor that ds l has of ring #2 we must integrate







dzl dz 2 dO f
o [z2 + 4a2 sin2]2.
The indicated integration can be made using the following relation and
substitutions:
f
First	 d	 f sin2 c d^	 -r^	 4
1 sin _ ^d^
	d(4a2) 0 z2 + 4a2 sing	 o dz 2 +4a2 sine ^]2
Ssecond
f
d^ ., z2 r	 dit0 Z 2- + 4a2 sing 	4 a-" 0	 0 Z2 + 4a ' ' sin2Y-
The second integral on the right-hand side can be solved by the following
substitutions;	 u = tan ¢, sin	 U	 d^	 duYr, -+ u 2 )	 1 +u2
With these substitutions the integral 
f 
7T	 d6	
2	 can be shown0 Z2 + 4a2 sin
to equalz Vz2 + 4a2
Therefore,
f sin.4 ¢ d¢	 d2	 Tr	
7TZ





2a2 z - 3/2]
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IThe enaxv exchange between r4.n,,s is given by the ffollowir.- expression:C2 	 0	 0
E = iorF [Tj4 = T14
The expression for F given in Equation (2) is very cumbersome, partic-
ularly when one integrates this result to find the energy exchange between
finite lengths of tube. However, it can be shown that this expression does
not differ greatly from:
F = dzi dzo w e-z/a*.	 Equation (3)
(See Figure 3
. 
in which the two functions are compared.)
This similitude of the functions was pointed out by Peter Strong of
Arthur D. Little, Inc. It slightly overestimates F for 0.5 < ^ > 1.5.
8
Derivation of equations for f i:.ite di:.`erence arable- :
aext we derive some expressions useful for making finite difference
computations by calculating the energy exchange between sections of the
tube with finite length. The tube is divided in sections:
M-2	 M -1
j	 Y1— 2 TM -
V	 11, + I
^;T	 TM M+ I
az i	GZ-►
M+2 M+
T	 ^TM +2 M +3
Figure 4
sections are Az long; as sho4m L. Fic,ure 4. We will calculate the
c:-.-.gy flux into a section, X. , from neighboring sections, M t N.	 EaLh
section is
	
...:ag ed to have in general a different temperature, T^a.^, that
is uniform over each section.
9The energy flux, E







= n o- (T
M+N	 M




 is the distance from the small ring, dz l
 to the nearest edge of
section, N - 1.
4 -zi -(N-I)Az	 - z, - NGz
Eldz = aII v CT M+N - T 4 ) dz ^e	 a	 —e	 o
1	 i
	





The total flux E N
 b!tween sections M and N is:
E = aric(T a+ _ TM4 
)e - (N al)Cz (I 	
-Az i.fe
-Z
 1 /0 dz,.N	 M N
Gz
E = a2II0. T(	 a	 _T 
4) 
c,- N
-0- L^z (1-e-Gz/a ) 2,	 ,
N	 M + N M	 Equation (4)
The contribution of all sections, -K > N > K, is found by su-mming all
sections:
- O z /a 2	 KG z /a
E =Ila2cr(I-e	 ) 	 e- (JNJ - I)	 (T 4	 _ T 4)T	 M+N M
	




Because of the term 	 a-(^N^	 1)a	 the tents decay very rapid:y
l	 .
with N-. hc,.Yever, for ^z /s < 1.5 sections for K - S re:aain important. Of
Icourse, since the energy exchange also depends on the temp:rature difference,
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